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Abstract: Radical cation injection, transport, and reaction in DNA structures containing a triplex region were
examined. An anthraquinone-linked polypyrimidine oligonucleotide was designed to form a pyrimidine‚
purine× pyrimidine (Y‚R×Y) triplex. Spectroscopic and DNase I footprinting experiments verified triplex
formation and indicated intercalation of the anthraquinone group at the triplex-duplex junction. Irradiation of
the triplex at 350 nm (only the anthraquinone absorbs) leads to reactions at remote locations in both the duplex
and triplex regions. These reactions are revealed as strand breaks by subsequent treatment of the irradiated
samples with piperidine. Radical cations injected at the triplex-duplex junction migrate into and through the
triplex region. The effect of cytosine protonation on radical cation migration and reaction was examined.
These observations support the charge transport mechanism in DNA that we recently identified as phonon-
assisted polaron hopping.

Introduction

Charge transport through DNA is a topic of substantial interest
and possible importance. In particular, one-electron oxidation
forms a radical cation that can migrate through both duplex
DNA and single-stranded regions, causing damage (chemical
reaction) selectively at guanines.1-5 Damaged guanines have
been implicated as sources of mutation that can lead to disease
and aging.6,7 Although it has been understood for some time
that charge does migrate in DNA, the mechanism for charge
transport was controversial.8,9 Also, there is growing interest

in the potential use of DNA as a one-dimensional quantum wire
in mesoscopic devices. Measurements on desiccated “ropes” of
DNA in a vacuum reveal its resitivity to be∼1 MΩ cm. There
is no understanding of the mechanism for this conduction.10

We have been examining DNA to assess the effect of its
various structures on the injection, transport, and reactions of
radical cations.11-13 This investigation led to a proposal for
charge transport in A- and B-form DNA which we identify as
phonon-assisted polaron-like hopping.8 In contrast, for single-
stranded DNA the charge is transported by means of transient
structures formed by guanine-guanine mispairs. The reactivity
of radical cations in DNA depends on the structural form. In
single strands, where the bases are exposed to solvent, depro-
tonation of the guanine radical cation and reaction of the
resulting radical with O2 leads, eventually, to its conversion
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primarily to diaminooxazolone (structures are shown in Chart
1).14 Deprotonation is slowed in B-form DNA by formation of
the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds. In this case, the radical
cation is trapped predominantly at the 5′-G of GG steps by H2O,
resulting primarily in the formation of 7,8-dihydro-8-oxoguanine
(8-OxoG).15,16Guanine radical cations also react in the largely
A-form helix of RNA/DNA hybrids. The efficiency of this
process is less than it is in B-form DNA because reaction of
H2O is slowed by the more hydrophobic base stack of the
A-form.13 We report here the extension of our investigation of
radical cation transport and reaction to triple helical DNA.

DNA triple helices were first observed in 1957 for poly-
ribonucleotides17 and then for polydeoxynucleotides and hybrids
in 1968.18,19Current interest in triplexes followed the discovery
that sufficiently long stretches of purine‚pyrimidine duplexes
with mirror symmetry can disengage and then refold as a triple
helix with an excluded pyrimidine single strand.20-23 Also, the
sequence-specific association of an oligonucleotide probe to
form a triplex with duplex DNA or messenger RNA has a
variety of potential applications.24,25Most relevant to the current
work is the possible site-specific delivery of chemical func-
tionality, such as nuclease activity, to a DNA duplex target.26

Triplex formation most commonly relies on hydrogen-
bonding interactions between bases in an oligopyrimidine strand
with purines already engaged in Watson-Crick hydrogen
bonding to pyrimidines.27 Among the possible combinations,
only two triplets T‚A×T and C‚G×C+ are isomorphous. This
is the main reason triple helices preferentially form at homopurine‚
homopyrimidine (R×Y) sequences of DNA, and why triplex-
forming oligonucleotides containing only pyrimidines (C and
T) have been the major focus of recent studies. In an Y‚R×Y

triplex, the oligopyrimidine third strand (Y) binds to the
homopurine strand of the target DNA sequence in a parallel
orientation.24,28-30

In Y‚R×Y Hoogsteen triplexes, cytosines provide maximum
stability when they are protonated at N3, allowing a second
hydrogen bond to be formed to the Watson-Crick guanine
residue. This results in a pH dependence of the three-stranded
complex’s stability that is dependent on the population of third
strand cytosines, as well as their positions relative to each other
and relative to the ends of the third strand DNA.31-33 The pK
of isolated deoxycytidine is∼4.3, but its apparent pK is raised
in oligonucleotides and multistranded nucleic acids presumably
due to their polyanionic character, hydrogen bonding of the
proton to N7 of guanine and more favorable interactions between
neighboring bases.32-35

Structural studies of DNA triplexes have revealed that the
third strand lies in the major groove of the duplex36,37and that
the duplex within the triplex is unwound relative to B-form
DNA.38-40 NMR techniques are intensively used in the studies
of triple-helical complexes.41-43 The deoxyribose conformation
of all strands correspond to an S-type (C2′-endo) pucker.
Significantly, Radhakrishnan and Patel44 found that the inter-
strand and intrastrand overlap patterns exhibited by the aromatic
heterocycles in the Watson-Crick duplex segment of Y‚R×Y
triplex are similar, although not identical to those found in
A-form helices. These results indicate that the triplex conforma-
tion is not identical to either A- or B-form DNA.
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Chart 1. Structures and DNA Oligonucleotides for Triplex Formation
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Covalent attachment of various chemical functionalities to
oligonucleotides that can form triple helices with target duplexes
has been explored for a variety of purposes.45-54 We attached
an anthraquinone group (AQ) through a four-atom tether to the
5′-end of an oligopyrimidine strand, AQ-14TC (Chart 1). This
strand binds to its targeted duplex DNA, and irradiation of the
anthraquinone results in radical cation injection. We studied the
migration of this charge through the triplex and its reactions at
GG steps in the triplex and duplex regions. Findings from this
work expand the mechanistic understanding of charge transport
and reaction in DNA.

Results

(1) Design and Characterization of AQ-Conjugated Tri-
plex DNA. AQ-14TC is an oligonucleotide consisting entirely
of pyrimidines with an anthraquinone group linked to its 5′-
end. It was prepared by solid-phase synthetic methods, which
have been previously described3 and was purified by HPLC.
The base sequence of AQ-14TC was selected so that it would
form an Y‚R×Y parallel mode triplex with duplex DNA(2)‚
DNA(1). The triplex structure contains three 5′-GG-3′ steps on
DNA(1) that serve as indicators for radical cation migration and
reaction. The first, GG1, is in a duplex region identified as
“upstream” from the AQ group. GG2 is in the expected triplex
region, and GG3 is part of the duplex that is “downstream” of
the AQ group. We carried out a series of experiments to assess
the triplex structure.

(a) Melting-UV. The melting behavior of DNA is a diag-
nostic tool useful to evaluate the formation and stability of
triplex structures. Duplex DNA(1)‚DNA(2) was prepared by
heating an equimolar phosphate buffer solution (pH) 6.2) of
each strand to 90°C and then slowly cooling the mixture to
room temperature. A sample of AQ-14TC was added to the
solution and then incubated at∼4 °C for 24 h. The triplex
formed by this hybridization procedure was characterized by
its melting behavior from 5 to 60°C monitored at 260 nm by
UV spectroscopy. The heating curves obtained for the
DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC triplex, with and without added
10 mM MgSO4, are shown in Figure 1.

The melting curves show two transitions (Tm), which is typical
behavior for short oligonucleotide triplexes. The lowerTm (18.5
°C without MgSO4, 28.6 °C with it) is assigned to the
dissociation of AQ-14TC from duplex DNA(2)‚DNA(1), this
is the so-called Hoogsteen transition (HG). The higherTm, the
Watson-Crick transition (WC), which characterizes the conver-
sion of the duplex into single strands, occurs at 65°C in the

absence of MgSO4. The DNA precipitated at higher temperatures
from samples containing Mg2+, consequently theTm (WC) could
not be measured for these solutions. Figure 1 also shows the
melting curve for DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×14TC, which has the same
oligonucleotide sequences but does not have the AQ group. Its
Tm (HG) is∼5 °C below that of the AQ-containing compound.
These data indicate triplex formation and its stabilization by
the covalently linked quinone. This is consistent with previous
work, which showed that covalently linked intercalators attached
to a triplex-forming strand stabilize the triplex and intercalate
at the triplex-duplex junction.55

(b) Melting-CD. Tuite and Norde´n showed that duplex poly-
(dT‚dA) and triplex poly(dT‚dA×dT) exhibit characteristic
circular dichroism (CD) spectra between 200 and 240 nm.56

Figure 2A shows the CD spectrum of DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-
14TC recorded between 5 and 60°C. The negative band at∼210
nm, which is characteristic of the triplex, is present at 5°C and
disappears as the temperature is raised. The CD spectrum at
high temperature is essentially the same as it is for duplex
DNA(2)‚DNA(1). Figure 2B is the melting profile for
DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC monitored by CD spectroscopy at
210 nm. It confirms thatTm ) 28 °C is the HG transition of
the triplex.

(c) Phosphorescence-pH Effect. The efficiency of phos-
phorescence quenching reliably distinguishes anthraquinone
groups that are bound to DNA by intercalation from those that
are groove bound.57 Optical excitation of the AQ chromophore
yields its triplet state rapidly with high efficiency (Φisc ) 0.9).58

We measured the phosphorescence of AQ-14TC under a range
of conditions to assess the position of the AQ in the triplex.

Figure 3A shows the phosphorescence spectrum of AQ-14TC
at 77 K in a frozen ethylene glycol/buffer solution. The emission
intensity is∼40% lower than for the standard anthraquinone
model, AQC (see Chart 1), which reveals some quenching in
the randomly coiled single strand. The quenching increases
dramatically in the presence of DNA(2)‚DNA(1) and, impor-
tantly, it is pH-dependent (Figure 3B). At low pH (<5.8), more
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Figure 1. Heating curves obtained by monitoring the absorbance of
the triplex in 10 mM NaPO4 (pH 6.2) with increasing temperature are
shown on the left. The corresponding first-derivative curves are shown
on the right. Filled circle) DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC without
MgSO4 (Tm(HG) ) 18.5 ( 0.5 °C); open circle) DNA(2)‚DNA-
(1)×AQ-14TC with 10 mM MgSO4 (Tm(HG) ) 28.6( 0.5 °C); filled
up triangle) DNA(2)‚DNA(1) × 14TC with 10 mM MgSO4 (Tm(HG)
) 23.0 ( 0.5 °C).
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than 90% of the phosphorescence is quenched compared with
AQ-14TC alone. The amount of quenching decreases as the pH
of the solution is raised, and at high pH (>7.8) there is
essentially no quenching by DNA(2)‚DNA(1). The phospho-
rescence quenching experiments support triplex formation and
suggest that the anthraquinone group is intercalated. The pH
dependence is characteristic of Y‚R×Y Hoogsteen triplexes
where protonation of cytosines increases stability.

(d) DNase I Footprinting. DNase I hydrolyzes duplex but
not single strand or triplex DNA.59 We used this selectivity to
probe the structure of DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC. In these
experiments, AQ-14TC was added to solutions (100 mM
NaClO4, 10 mM MgSO4, pH ) 6.2) of DNA(2)‚(3′-32P)DNA-
(1) and then equilibrated at∼5 °C for 24 h. The results of DNase
I footprinting at 5°C are shown in Figure 4, in lanes 1-8.

Three structures can be formed in solutions of AQ-14TC,
DNA(1), and DNA(2) depending on concentration and equi-
librium constants: duplex DNA(2)‚DNA(1); duplex AQ-14TC‚
DNA(1); and triplex DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC. Figure 4,
lanes 3-6, show the results of DNase I treatment for solutions
of DNA(2)‚DNA(1) containing no AQ-14TC, and those con-
taining 1, 2, and 4 equiv, respectively. Lanes 1 and 2 are from

controls containing only DNA(1) and DNA(1)+ AQ-14TC.
Lanes 5 and 6 reveal unambiguous evidence for triplex
formation, the footprint of the AQ-14TC strand is clearly visible.
At the lower AQ-14TC concentration, lane 4, the triplex is only
partially formed (∼60%). A similar result is obtained by varying
the concentration of DNA(2)‚DNA(1), lanes 7-8. However,
these experiments are less sensitive due to dilution of the32P-
label.

The footprinting experiments produced an additional interest-
ing result. As expected, DNase I does not hydrolyze the single
strand of DNA(1) (Figure 4, lane 1). Lane 2 shows that a partial
duplex is formed byAQ-14TC‚DNA(1). The two strands in this
structure are antiparallel. This orientation is opposite to that
expected for the triplex, and it places GG2 in the duplex region
and both GG1 and GG3 in single strand overhangs. These
structural features are revealed again by the photochemistry of
these compounds.

(2) PhotochemistrysRadical Cation Injection, Migration,
and Reaction.We have discovered that electronically excited
anthraquinones react with DNA either by hydrogen atom
abstraction or by electron transfer depending on whether the
quinone is bound in a groove or intercalated.57,60Damage from
hydrogen atom abstraction is nonselective, but electron transfer
forms a radical cation, which migrates in duplex DNA and reacts
primarily at the 5′-G of GG steps.2,11,61,62 This reaction is
revealed by strand cleavage following piperidine treatment.63,64

We examined the light-induced reactions of triplex DNA(2)‚
DNA(1)×AQ-14TC under precisely the same conditions used
for the DNase I footprinting experiments. The results are shown
in Figure 4, lanes 9-16.

Irradiation of DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC for 1 h at 350 nm,
where only the anthraquinone group absorbs, leads to piperidine-
requiring strand cleavage in DNA(1) (Figure 4, lanes 12-14).
Four cleavage sites are observed: two are at the 5′-G of GG1

and GG3; the third is the 3′-G of the 5′-GG2A-3′ sequence in
the triplex region; and, the fourth is the A at the triplex-duplex
junction proximal to GG1. GG3 is cleaved most efficiently, and
both GG1 and GG2 are at least 10-fold less reactive. This pattern
is notably different from that of duplex DNA.

Cleavage of the A at the triplex-duplex junction defines the
location of the AQ group and supports assignment of the
expected parallel orientation for AQ-14TC in the triplex.
Comparison with the results from irradiation of the partial
duplex, AQ-14TC‚DNA(1), Figure 4, lane 10, is particularly
striking. In this case, strand cleavage occurs mostly at GG2 in
the duplex region, with less efficient cleavage at both the 5′-
and 3′-G of GG1 and GG3 in the single strand overhang. This
pattern of reactivity is characteristic of other partial duplexes
we have investigated.12

Since the anthraquinone group in AQ-14TC is covalently
linked with a four-atom tether, direct contact with the GG steps
of DNA(1) in the triplex is prohibited. Consequently, radical
cation migration is required if reaction at the remote guanines
is intramolecular. We carried out control experiments to search
for a possible intermolecular component. In particular, irradiation
of mixtures containing a32P-labeled oligonucleotide, non-
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Figure 2. (A) CD spectra of the DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC triplex
at temperatures from 5 to 60°C. The spectra recorded at low
temperature have a stronger band at∼210 nm (arrow), which is
characteristic of triplex formation. (B) Triplex melting profile monitored
with the temperature-dependent CD signals at 210 nm. The solid line
is a fit to the data.
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complementary to AQ-14TC, mixed with AQ-14TC, either as
a single strand or as a duplex (prehybridized with its own
complement) does not lead to detectable cleavage in the
noncomplementary oligonucleotide. This result eliminates the
possibility that the AQ group of AQ-14TC, either as a single
strand or when bound to duplex, could intercalate into another
DNA molecule and cause reaction at guanine. Another possible
intermolecular reaction, formation of singlet oxygen (1O2),65 was
tested by control experiments in D2O solution. The lifetime of

1O2 increases∼10-fold when the reaction solvent is changed
from H2O to D2O.66 This effect has been used to verify the
participation of1O2 in reactions with DNA since the increase
in lifetime is manifested as more efficient reaction.67 There is
no measurable effect on the cleavage efficiency observed for
irradiation of DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC in either H2O or
D2O. This result eliminates1O2 as the cause of the long-range
damage.

These experiments show that the reaction observed at the GG
steps from irradiation of DNA(1)‚DNA(2)×AQ-14T is intra-
molecular. The reactive species is a radical cation that migrates
through the triplex DNA and reacts at the GG sites. This is a
significant result since the distances from the anthraquinone
group to the 5′-G of the GG steps vary considerably. GG3 is
the farthest away at∼57 Å, and it is separated from the AQ by
a triplex bridge, but it is cleaved most efficiently. We carried
out experiments to explore the reason for this result.

(3) Effect of pH on DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC. Under
acidic conditions, triplexes containing C‚G×C+ triplets are more
stable than those with only T‚A×T triplets. One reason is that
protonation of cytosine provides for a second hydrogen bond.
A second is electrostatic attraction between the positively
charged cytosine and the negatively charged nucleic acid
backbone. Radical cation migration and reaction in C+-contain-
ing triplexes might be controlled by the same factors. We studied
the effect of pH on DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC to examine
this possibility.

Figure 5 shows the effect of changing the pH from 7.0 to
5.2 on DNase I hydrolysis (lanes 1-5) and on the photochem-
istry of labeled DNA(2)‚5′-32P DNA(1)×AQ-14TC (lanes
6-10). As expected, reducing the pH favors formation of the
triplex. The clear footprints of AQ-14TC that are seen at pH
5.2 and 5.8 (lanes 2 and 3) begin to diminish when the pH is
increased from 6.2 to 7.0 (lanes 4 and 5). This indicates that
the pK of cytosine in this sequence is greater than 5.2.

Irradiation of these samples at 350 nm leads to remote
reactions revealed as strand cleavage following piperidine
treatment (Figure 5, lanes 6-10). Quantitative comparisons of
the cleavage efficiency from three independent sets of experi-

(65) Devasagayam, T. P. A.; Steenken, S.; Obendorf, M. S. W.; Schulz,
W. A.; Sies, H.Biochemistry1991, 30, 6283-6289.

(66) Rogers, M. A. J.; Snowden, P. T.J. Am. Chem. Soc.1982, 104,
5541-5543.

(67) Showen, K. B.; Showen, R. L.SolVent Isotope Effects on Enzyme
Systems; Academic Press: New York, 1982; Vol. 87.

Figure 3. (A) Phosphorescence emission of anthraquinone in a frozen ethylene glycol-containing glass at 77 K (from top to bottom): free AQC,
AQ-14TC, DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC (pH ) 7.8, 7.2, 7.0, 6.6, 6.2, 5.8, 5.2). (B) Phosphorescence quenching of anthraquinone in DNA(2)‚
DNA(1)×AQ-14TC at various pHs.

Figure 4. Footprinting with DNase I and photocleavage of triplex
DNA(2)‚(3′-32P) DNA(1)×AQ-14TC: lanes 1-8, DNase I footprinting.
In lanes 9-16, the samples were irradiated for 1 h at 350 nm andthen
treated with piperidine for 30 min at 90°C. Lane 1: DNA(1). Lane 2:
DNA(1) + AQ-14TC. Lane 3: DNA(1)+ DNA(2). Lane 4: DNA(1)
+ DNA(2) + AQ-14TC (1 equiv of each strand). Lane 5: DNA(1)+
DNA(2) + AQ-14TC (1:1:2 equiv, respectively). Lane 6: DNA(1)+
DNA(2) + AQ-14TC (1:1:4 equiv, respectively). Lane 7: DNA(1)+
DNA(2) + AQ-14TC (4:4: 1 equiv, respectively). Lane 8: DNA(1)
+ DNA(2) + AQ-14TC (2:2:1 equiv, respectively). Lane 9: DNA(1).
Lane 10: DNA(1)+ AQ-14TC. Lane 11: DNA(1)+ DNA(2). Lane
12: DNA(1) + DNA(2) + AQ-14TC (1 equiv of each strand). Lane
13: DNA(1)+ DNA(2) + AQ-14TC (1:1: 2 equiv, respectively). Lane
14: DNA(1)+ DNA(2) + AQ-14TC (1:1: 4 equiv, respectively). Lane
15: DNA(1)+ DNA(2) + AQ-14TC (4:4:1 equiv, respectively). Lane
16: DNA(1) + DNA(2) + AQ-14TC (2:2:1 equiv, respectively). The
lanes labeled A+G and T are sequencing experiments.
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ments conducted from pH 5.2 to 7.8 are presented graphically
in Figure 6A. The overall cleavage efficiency increases as the
pH decreases. At pH 7.8, very little cleavage, or footprinting,
is detected, which is an indication that little triplex is present.
However, the total cleavage efficiency continues to increase on
going from pH 5.2 to 5.8 although the footprinting experiments
indicate that triplex formation is complete at the higher pH.
Moreover, the three primary cleavage sites respond differently
to the change in pH. These results suggest that the total cleavage
efficiency is not determined solely by the amount of triplex
formed.

The cleavage efficiency at GG3 (in the downstream duplex)
increases as the pH is lowered, but reaches a plateau at pH 5.8.
This behavior parallels the pH dependence of triplex formation
that is also revealed by the DNase I footprinting and phospho-
rescence quenching experiments. The cleavage efficiency at
GG2A (in the triplex) is more complex. It increases as the pH
is reduced from 7.8 to 7.0, but then drops by nearly half at pH
6.6 and does not increase at lower pH. The unique effect of pH
on cleavage at GG2A is revealed in Figure 6B where analysis
of the ratio of cleavage at GG2A to GG3 eliminates the effect
of the pH dependence of the triplex concentration. These
experiments show that cleavage at GG2A, in the triplex region,
becomes more efficient as pH increases.

Discussion

(1) Formation and Structure of the Anthraquinone-
Conjugated DNA Triplex. The phosphorescence quenching and
DNase I footprinting experiments both show nearly complete

formation of the triplex at pH< 5.8. This finding suggests that
pK of cytosines on the third strand of the triplex are significantly
above 4.3, which is the value for isolated cytosine.68 The
structure of the triplex is further revealed by the light-induced
cleavage at the A on the 5′-end of the triplex-forming sequence.
This provides direct evidence that the pyrimidine-rich AQ-14TC
strand lies parallel to the purine-rich strand of the duplex, which
is consistent with the prediction for triplex-forming oligonucle-
otides containing only pyrimidines.

It is known that compounds that normally intercalate in duplex
DNA, when covalently attached to either the 5′- or 3′-end of
the third strand of a triplex, intercalate at the triplex-duplex
junction.69 Random intercalation, such as an intermolecular
interaction through an extrahelical geometry of the intercalator,
is restricted when the linking chain is short. The increase in
thermal stability of the triplex when AQ is linked to the third
strand is an indication of intercalation. Also, the observation of
nearly complete phosphorescence quenching of the AQ-
conjugated triplex supports intercalative binding of the an-
thraquinone group. Finally, the light-induced cleavage experi-
ments show reactions at guanine that are characteristic of radical
cations. Experiments with unlinked quinones show that this
reaction occurs only when the AQ is intercalated; quinones that
bind in the groove show little, if any, G-selective cleavage.70

(68) Leroy, J. L.; Gehring, K.; Kettani, A.; Gueron, M.Biochemistry
1993, 32, 6019-6031.

(69) Helene, C.; Toulme, J. J.Biochim. Biophys. Acta1990, 1049, 99-
125.

(70) Breslin, D. T.; Coury, J. E.; Anderson, J. R.; McFail-Isom, L.; Kan,
Y.; Williams, L. D.; Bottomley, L. A.; Schuster, G. B.J. Am. Chem. Soc.
1997, 119, 5043-5044.

Figure 5. DNase I footprinting of the triplex DNA(2)‚(5′-32P) DNA-
(1)×AQ-14TC carried out at various pH values: lanes 1-5. Photoin-
duced cleavage of DNA(2)‚(5-32P) DNA(1)×AQ-14TC (lanes 6-10)
irradiated with 350 nm lamps for 1 h, and then treated with hot
piperidine. Lane 1: DNA(1)+ DNA(2). Lane 2: DNA(1)+ DNA(2)
+ AQ-14TC at pH) 5.2. Lane 3: DNA(1)+ DNA(2) + AQ-14TC
at pH ) 5.8. Lane 4: DNA(1)+ DNA(2) + AQ-14TC at pH) 6.2.
Lane 5: DNA(1)+ DNA(2) + AQ-14TC at pH) 7.0. Lane 6: DNA-
(1) + DNA(2). Lane 7: DNA(1)+ DNA(2) + AQ-14TC at pH)
5.2. Lane 8: DNA(1)+ DNA(2) + AQ-14TC at pH) 5.8. Lane 9:
DNA(1) + DNA(2) + AQ-14TC at pH) 6.2. Lane 9: DNA(1)+
DNA(2) + AQ-14TC at pH) 7.0.

Figure 6. Quantification of the pH effect on photocleavage of DNA-
(1) + DNA(2) + AQ-14TC: (A) The effect of pH on the photocleavage
at three GG steps. The data are the points, the lines connecting them
are for clarity. (B) A bar graph representing the ratio of observed
cleavage reaction efficiency at the GG2A site to the amount measured
at the GG3 site at various pH.
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When intercalated, the hydrophobic anthraquinone group is
partially shielded from the aqueous solvent and electron donor
(a DNA base)-acceptor (the anthraquinone group) interactions
provide forces that favor intercalative binding.71

These experiments support a structural model for the DNA-
(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC triplex. In this model, the AQ-14TC
strand binds parallel to the purine strand of duplex DNA(2)‚
DNA(1) and the anthraquinone group is intercalated. Since the
four-atom linking chain restricts the duplex region accessible
to the anthraquinone, it is probably intercalated at the 5′-TA-3′
step of DNA(1). The results of irradiation of DNA(2)‚DNA-
(1)×AQ-14TC are readily understood with this model.

(2) Long-Range Damage at Guanines.The operation of a
long-distance charge transport process as the cause of G cleavage
in these experiments is confirmed by observations which indicate
that damage is intramolecular and that it does not involve1O2.
The observation of light-induced cleavage at GG3 requires
charge migration through 14 base triplets and 2 base pairs, a
distance of∼57 Å. We have proposed phonon-assisted polaron-
like hopping as a mechanism for long-range radical cation
migration in DNA.8 That model can be applied to the results
reported here.

The polaron is defined as a local structural distortion in the
DNA that relieves electron deficiency by delocalizing the radical
cation over several bases. The number of bases incorporated in
the polaron depends on the specific sequence. Hopping, a
thermally activated process, causes the polaron to migrate. The
hop length also depends on the specific sequence. The rate for
polaron hopping (symbolized withkh) is presumed to become
averaged to a nearly constant value by variation of the number
of bases in the polaron and by variation of the number of bases
in a hopping step. In a simplified kinetic scheme, the polaron
can hop, be annihilated (ka), or be trapped (kt). Annihilation is
a process that consumes the polaron but does not give strand
cleavage; trapping is a reaction of the polaron that results in
strand cleavage. We interpret the results of charge injection into
triplex DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC as being controlled by the
relative magnitudes of these rates.

A key finding from these experiments is that the radical cation
can migrate through the triplex region of DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-
14TC into the downstream duplex and cause reaction at GG2

and GG3. Evidently, base triplets do not prevent radical cation
transport. However, it is likely that the magnitude ofkh is
different in the duplex and triplex regions of DNA. Moreover,
since protonation of cytosine in the C‚G×C+ triplets introduces
a positive charge in the radical cation migration path, this rate
constant should depend on pH. This point will be discussed
more fully below. Trapping of the radical cation involves its
reaction with O2 or H2O.6,14,15 If a GG step is shielded from
solvent, the trapping rate will be reduced. Formation of the
triplex and cytosine protonation will affect the trapping rate.

Giese and co-workers have identified a possible charge
transport mechanism in duplex DNA where radical cations move
from G to G and runs of A and T are significant barriers.5 We
have not observed this effect in duplex DNA systems,3,8 and
runs of A and T are not significant barriers in the triplex region
of DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC. In particular, a radical cation
injected at the AQ intercalation site must pass through an (A)6

sequence to reach GG2 and then through a second (A)6 sequence
to reach GG3. GG3 is the site of most efficient reaction. The
differences between our findings and those of Giese may be

due to variation inkt andka. The chemical system they use to
inject the radical cation introduces a strand break (nick), and
this may affect the trapping and annihilation rates.

The results in Figure 5 show that irradiation of DNA(2)‚
DNA(1)×AQ-14TC gives nearly equal cleavage efficiencies for
the GG2 and GG3 sites at pH∼7 (also see Figure 6). In duplex
DNA it has been widely observed that radical cations cause
reaction at the 5′-G of GG steps more efficiently.2,61-63 This
5′-selectivity has been attributed to either localization of charge
density on the 5′-G72,73 or to a lowered activation barrier for
reaction due to structural factors.74 A major difference in the
triplex region is that the 3′-G2, which is between the 5′-G and
a 3′-A, reacts most efficiently. The GGA site has been identified
as one of relatively low oxidation potential.72 Three factors may
contribute to the unique behavior in the triplex region.

One possibility is that the local conformation can affect the
oxidation potential and localization of charge at a GG step.73,75

Structural studies indicate that the triplex conformation is not
identical to either A- or B-form DNA.44 In particular, overlap
of the aromatic heterocycles in the Watson-Crick duplex
segment of the triplex is different from a B-form helix. The
changed electronic overlap of the bases in the triplex region
might cause the site of positive charge localization to shift from
the 5′-G to the 3′-G. Second, enhanced 3′-reactivity could be a
direct consequence of triplex formation. A third groove is
created in the triplex when the third strand occupies the major
groove of duplex DNA. The GG step of the triplex is more
hydrophobic because association of the third strand requires
dehydration and release of counterions in the major groove.76

However, recent studies reveal that the three triplex grooves
each contain long-resident water spines.75 Thus, the unique
reaction selectivity at the triplex GG step may be determined
by the access of these water molecules to the radical cation.
Third, the properties of DNA(2)‚DNA(1)×AQ-14TC are pH-
dependent because formation of two Hoogsteen bonds in C‚
G×C+ triplets requires protonation of cytosine. Protonation at
cytosine will result in positive charge at its paired guanine due
to polarization effects and shifts in the position of protons in
hydrogen bonds. Increased positive charge at G in the triplex
could affect the efficiency of reaction at the GG2 site. Thus,
the shift away from 5′-G selective reaction in the triplex may
be due either to a different site for charge localization caused
by a change in overlap, a change in solvent accessibility, or an
increased positive charge caused by C protonation.

Cytosine protonation in the triplex may also impact charge
transport. The radical cation introduced at the AQ intercalation
site must pass through C‚G×C+ triplets to reach GG3. The
positive charge on or near these guanines could raise their
oxidation potential and cause them to act as a barrier (decrease
kh) to polaron hopping. However, the data in Figure 6A indicate
that the reaction at GG3 is controlled primarily by the effect of
pH on triplex formation. The efficiency of cleavage at GG3

follows that for the formation of the triplex from pH 7.8 to 6.0.
Below pH 6.0, the cleavage efficiency levels off, and this may
be an effect of protonation on charge transport, but it is relatively
small. A more significant effect of protonation is seen in the
ratio of cleavage at GG2 to GG3, Figure 6B. These data show
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that reaction efficiency in the triplex region decreases strongly
on cytosine protonation. This could be due to structural or
electronic factors that changekh or ka.

Finally, the data in Figure 6 show that cleavage at GG1 is
much less efficient than it is at GG3, although the former is
closer to the site of charge injection. Reaction at GG1, upstream
of the intercalation site, may be controlled by local structural
changes of the DNA such as unwinding at the triplex-duplex
junction. Recent NMR study of an internally linked quinone
revealed nonstandard B-DNA conformations.77 We have ob-
served78 that intercalation of an anthraquinone in an internal
position introduces structural changes that control radical cation
migration and reaction. This same phenomenon may account
for the reduced reactivity at GG1 of the triplex.

Conclusions

These experiments reveal important structural and charge
transport features of triplex DNA that are applicable to their
use as site-selective photonucleases and which may provide
some insight into the conductivity of desiccated DNA ropes.
The results show clearly that the AQ-containing homopyrimidine
third strand binds parallel to the purine strand of the targeted
duplex. The evidence supports intercalation of the anthraquinone
group at the duplex triplex junction. Irradiation of the AQ injects
a radical cation, which can migrate through the triplex bridge
into the downstream duplex. The radical cation causes reaction
at GG steps which is revealed as strand cleavage after piperidine
treatment. The reactivity pattern at the GG step is different in
the triplex region than that which is seen universally in duplex
DNA. In the duplex, the 5′-G of the GG step reacts more
efficiently, in the triplex reaction at the 3′-G is more efficient.
The properties of the triplex region are pH-dependent due to
protonation of cytosine to form C‚G×C+ triplets. Protonation
does not appear to affect charge transport greatly, but it does
inhibit trapping of the radical cation. The results of this
investigation are interpreted within the kinetic scheme of the
phonon-assisted polaron-hopping model. A major consequence
of triplex formation is the reduction of reactivity of GG steps
in the triplex region attributed to a decrease inkt relative tokh,
which is associated with reduced access of H2O to the radical
cation in the triplex. Reduced H2O reactivity may provide some
insight into the observed conductivity of desiccated DNA.
Radical cation migration through the triplex region to GG steps
will limit the selectivity of photonucleases that rely on triplex
formation for sequence recognition.

Experimental Section

Materials and Instrumentation. Radioactive isotopes [γ-32P-ATP]
were purchased from Amersham Bioscience. T4 Polynucleotide Kinase
was purchased from Pharmacia Biotech and stored at-20 °C.
Unmodified oligonucleotides (gel filtration grade) were obtained from
the Midland Certified Reagent Company. 5′-End-linked anthraquinone
oligonucleotides were synthesized as described elsewhere3 on an
Applied Biosystems DNA synthesizer and were purified by reverse-
phase HPLC. The extinction coefficients of the unmodified oligonucle-
otide were calculated using the nearest-neighbor values, and the
absorbance was measured at 260 nm. Anthraquinone-modified oligo-
nucleotide concentrations were determined in the same way as that of
the unmodified oligomers except that an anthraquinone was replaced
with adenine in the extinction coefficient determination. Ion-exchange
and reverse-phase HPLC were performed on a Hitachi system using a

Vydac column. Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight
mass (MALDI-TOF) spectrometry of the conjugate strands was
performed at the Midland Certified Reagent Company. UV melting
and cooling curves were recorded on a Cary 1E spectrophotometer
equipped with a multicell block, temperature controller, and sample
transport accessory. CD spectra were recorded on Jasco-720 spectrom-
eter.

UV Thermal Denaturation. Aqueous solutions were prepared
containing 2µM of each oligonucleotide strand, with either 10 mM
sodium phosphate buffer (pH varies from 5.8 to 7.0) or 10 mM sodium
acetate buffer (pH 5.2) and 100 mM sodium perchlorate; 5-10 mM
magnesium sulfate was added in some samples when specified. Melting
curves (both heating and cooling) were obtained by monitoring the
absorbance at 260 nm as the temperature was ramped from 0 to 60°C
or from 0 to 90°C at a rate of 0.1°C/min. First derivative curves were
obtained from the original data for the melting temperatures.

Phosphorescence Quenching.Samples were prepared following the
procedure in thermal denaturation experiment. Ethylene glycol (30%
v/v) was added to each sample at∼5 °C. Phosphorescence emission
spectra were recorded over the range 400-600 nm with the frozen
glassy samples submerged in liquid nitrogen and excited at 330 nm. A
blank sample containing only the ethylene glycol/buffer was used to
record the baseline; subtraction of the blank spectrum eliminates light
scattering effects at short wavelength.

Radiolabeling and Hybridization of Oligonucleotides. DNA
oligomers were radiolabeled at the 5′-end with [γ-32P] ATP and bacterial
T4 Polynucleotide Kinase.79 The labeled DNA was purified by 20%
PAGE. Stock solutions of complementary oligonucleotides were
hybridized in 50µL of 10 mM sodium phosphate or sodium acetate
(pH varies from 5.2 to 7.8) containing 100 mM sodium perchlorate,
10 mM magnesium sulfate when specified, 10µM each strand, and
10 000 cpm32P-labeled strand. The solutions were heated at 90°C for
3 min and then allowed to cool to room temperature over a period of
2 h.

Triplex formation was accomplished by incubation of the DNA
duplex (5µM) with the triplex-forming oligonucleotides (from 5 to 20
µM) in a reaction mixture (40µL, one half for the DNase I assay, the
other half for the photocleavage experiment), containing 10 mM sodium
phosphate or sodium acetate (pH varies from 5.2 to 7.8), 100 mM
sodium perchlorate, 10 mM magnesium sulfate when specified, at 4
°C overnight.

DNase I Footprinting. A sample of 2.2µL 10 × DNase I reaction
buffer (200 mM pH 8.4 Tris-HCl, 20 mM MgCl2 500 mM KCl) was
added to 20µL of preincubated 5µM duplex or triplex solution, DNase
I (0.2 µg/mL final concentration) was added at 5°C and the digestion
was stopped after 5 min by freezing at-80 °C in the presence of 5-fold
excess of ethanol. After ethanol precipitation, the samples were
lyophilized and dissolved in denaturing buffer, the digests were
separated on a 20% denaturing 19:1 acrylamide/bisacrylamide gel
containing 7 M urea.

Cleavage Analysis by PAGE.Samples from the previous incubation
were irradiated at 5°C for 1 h in microcentrifuge tubes in a Rayonet
Photoreactor (Southern New England Ultraviolet Company, Bransford,
CT) equipped with 14 lamps (350 nm). After irradiation, the samples
were precipitated once with ethanol, dried and treated with 1 M
piperidine at 90°C for 30 min. After evaporation of piperidine, drying,
and suspension in denaturing loading buffer, samples (2500 cpm) were
electrophoresed on a 20% denaturing 19:1 acrylamide/bisacrylamide
gel containing 7 M urea. Gels were dried and the cleavage visualized
by autoradiography.
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